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 Program Overview and Key Dates 

 Review CARB Audit Findings

 Completeness Check

 COI Submittal via Cal e-GGRT

 New Regulatory Requirements and Guidance

 Questions

Separate electric power entity (EPE) webinar coming soon

Outline
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 796 reports submitted

 517 verifications, 144 site visits 
 99.6% received positive or qualified positive emissions verification statement
 CARB conducted 55 verification audits (19 included site visits)

 2017 summary data posted for all reports:
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/mrr-data

 Link to contact information and 
COI status for 2018 data:
https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/
reporting/ghg-ver/verifiers/verifiers.htm
 User = VERIFIER;   

Password was sent to you 
via email 3/30/2016

2017 Data Reporting and Verification Recap

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/mrr-data
https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/reporting/ghg-ver/verifiers/verifiers.htm
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 Use 2016 MRR
for 2018 data year

 All verifications require a site visit 
 1st year of 3rd C&T compliance period

 Consider contacting CARB staff more frequently for answers 
and informal feedback on drafts of your plans/reports 
 Ask CARB staff for guidance to minimize your risk in verifying data

 Verifiers often find value in emails from CARB staff that describe exactly 
how data should be reported in Cal e-GGRT, which can be referenced in 
issues logs and verification reports to help clarify and resolve issues

Verification of 2018 Data in 2019

Data
Year

Verified
in

MRR
version

2018 2019 2016 MRR
2019 2020 2018 MRR*

*https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/rulemaking/2018/mandatory-reporting-
greenhouse-gas-emissions-2018

https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/reporting/ghg-rep/regulation/mrr-2016-unofficial-2017-10-10.pdf
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/rulemaking/2018/mandatory-reporting-greenhouse-gas-emissions-2018
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Key Dates for 2018 Data in 2019

Event

April 10 Reporting deadline for facility operators and fuel suppliers 

June 3 Reporting deadline for electric power entities and those subject to 
abbreviated reporting

No later than 
July 27

(14-day) Deadline for notification of possible adverse verification statement
(CARB recommends much earlier notification)

August 12 Final verification statements and verification reports due

August 12-26 Verification documents for CARB audits due (within 14 days)

Reminders: 
• Most VBs required to be reaccredited by March 2019 (and before COI submittals).
• Verifiers that qualify for lead verifier (4 years lead experience, or 3 MRR 

verifications over 2 years) should submit application now for upgrade. 



Review of CARB Audit Findings
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 Overall, most VBs continue to conduct effective verifications with 
thorough documentation

 Most findings were administrative and did not impact data quality

 Where CARB identified weaknesses that could impact data quality:
 More intensive oversight for those VBs planned this year
 CARB will “check in” with several VBs after site visits to ensure corrective 

action plans are being properly implemented
 Failure to implement the corrective action plan will require further CARB 

action

 Most common finding was related to calculating material misstatement
 Percent error should be on sum of products, not for each product
 Incorrectly included non-covered data – still 0% error, but not correctly 

calculated

Audit Findings Overview
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 The issues log (§95131(b)(11)) must include the regulatory 
section related to the nonconformance
 The issues log (§95131(b)(11)) must include ALL issues “whether identified 

by the verifier or by the reporter regarding the original or subsequent certified 
reports, or identified by CARB staff.” 

 The verification body should clarify whether each issue in the issues log has 
a bearing on material misstatement or nonconformance

 The sampling plan (§95131(b)(7)(D)) must include:
 How product data was verified, and how risk of misreporting was addressed
 Explanation of the product data targeted for data review, and methods used 

for product data checks
 A risk analysis that addresses all covered product data 

 The verification report (§95131(c)(3)) must include: 
 Explanation of data acquisition system and a detailed comparison of data 

checks 

Common Audit Findings
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 The regulatory citation should reflect the issues identified

 The verification body should clearly state how an issue was resolved
 “Annual average HHV was corrected based on an error identified in the 

February gas bill” instead of just “Resolved”

 Consider using a conformance checklist specific to different industry 
sectors, especially for petroleum refineries 

 Verifiers should continue to confirm accuracy and appropriate methods 
of primary measurement devices
 Verifiers are encouraged to cross-check data to help confirm calculations

Opportunities for Improvement
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 CARB is conducting management system audits for select VBs using 
same criteria to select annual audits.  CARB staff evaluates VB’s 
approach to managing verification tasks and quality systems:
 Step 1:  CARB notifies VB a month in advance of audit and sends questions 

and which of their previous verifications will be reviewed in more detail.  VB 
is able to prepare for questions in advance

 Step 2:  During audit, VB responds to questions and describes verification 
process for verification identified in Step 1; one additional verification 
reviewed without prior notice to VB.  Most VBs needed to follow-up with 
responses at a later date

 Step 3:  CARB provides feedback to each VB on opportunities for 
improvement; CARB then shares combined best-practices annually to all 
VBs

 So far, most audited VBs had a well-documented system
 In-practice, not all procedures were successfully implemented for all 

verifications

VB Management System Audit Overview
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 VB “best practices” currently being used:
 Use multi-level COI review
 Name of the city included as an additional check
 System informs other staff in VB that they cannot contract with an 

existing GHG verification client until they communicate with the 
lead verifier 

 Ask operator to conduct their own COI evaluation
 Get buy-in from independent reviewer on overall approach several 

weeks before deadline to avoid last-minute surprises
 Create a communication log between lead verifier and independent 

reviewer

VB Management System Best Practices (1 of 3)
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 Use robust and adaptable templates for developing sampling plan, 
verification report
 Some sampling plans show great version control to clarify changes made 

during verification and from a previous year 
(e.g., new issues in different color), and how risks were addressed

 Non-accredited staff may provide assistance under direct supervision of  a 
verifier
 VBs should have written procedure describing the roles of non-accredited 

verifiers-in-training or technical experts

 Several VBs structure their contracts to spread out the workload and 
avoid last-minute mistakes right before the deadline
 VBs should consider implementing drop-dead dates for final revisions to 

emissions data reports

VB Management System Best Practices (2 of 3)
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 When an error is identified, some VBs request that the operator re-
review other related data in order to self-identify similar errors

 Several VBs are capturing images of BOLs and invoices directly in their 
verification documents showing important steps in the process 
 Fulfills requirement to show how data is being traced to its origin
 Easier for independent reviewer to confirm how data is tracked

 More detailed (less generic) conformance checklists
 A small number of checklists include all requirements
 Some include just the “top 10” for a specific industrial sector (like H2)
 The best include a short phrase that describes what the verifier did, which 

fulfills the requirement to show how identified risks were addressed

VB Management System Best Practices (3 of 3)



Completeness Check
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 Completeness Check:  Verifier understands the data management 
system, and directly observes the data being compiled.  Verifier confirms 
that all reportable data is included in the emissions data report.

 Best practice:  
 Obtain disaggregated data prior to site visit as basis for comparison
 Observe the data query during the site visit, and watch the operator send 

that data to you right at that moment (flash drive, paper copy, or via email)
 Conduct a webinar and witness the data query process, and be confident 

that no changes have been made to the data management system since the 
site visit

What is a Completeness Check?
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 CARB staff asked most active VBs how verifiers will confirm all sources 
were reported during less-intensive verification
 Most VBs were planning to conduct a webinar to remotely test the data 

management system and query that compiles transactions, production data, 
and equipment operating hours
 Almost as good:  ask for screen capture of data query and data output

 IT IS NOT ACCEPTABLE TO RECEIVE EMAILED DATA (without strong evidence 
that the origin of the data is understood, and risk of incomplete reporting is 
managed)

 Transportation fuel suppliers were challenging
 VB would request all data, not just reportable fuel transactions
 Sample some BOLs for reportable AND non-reportable transactions

Completeness Checks



COI Submittal via Cal e-GGRT
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 COMING SOON! A new electronic COI submittal process 
via Cal e-GGRT
 No more paper forms!

 Connecting with a reporting entity is easier
 Verification teams can be created without waiting for operator to 

choose VB
 Reporting entities can now associate their uncertified report with VB

 Dashboard provides VB with complete picture of submittals 
and approvals

Cal e-GGRT COI Submittal/Approval (1)
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 Both COI and NOVS must be submitted together
 Delay until site visit date known, or use best-guess for most likely site visit 

date, then update when date is confirmed
 More than one verification body might submit a COI/NOVS for the same 

entity
 CARB approves both submittals; reporting entity will associate their report 

with a single VB, and other VB will receive notice from CARB staff

 Warning messages prompt you that something is missing or incorrect, 
but will not stop you from submitting the form

 COI approval will be sent via automatic email from Cal e-GGRT
 Screen shows which changes have been approved and which are still 

pending
 Option to download the list for tracking purposes

Cal e-GGRT COI Submittal/Approval (2)
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 Changes to team members or site visit date must be made in Cal e-GGRT

 All members of the VB can view the approval status of all COI submittals
 You no longer have to be on a team to see whether an emissions data report 

has been associated with your VB

 A “super” verification team allows a single version of a verification team 
(same LV and IR) to be submitted for multiple reporting entities
 Same lead verifier, but different reporting entities and site visit dates
 Multiple super teams may be needed, or submit each COI separately

 Cal e-GGRT will not block access to reports – it is up to you to wait for 
approval before initiating verification services

 COI/NOVS may be submitted and approved prior to report being certified; 
however, verification services begin after report is certified (§95131(a))

COI Revisions in Cal e-GGRT
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Pros and Cons of using Cal e-GGRT for COI

Pros
 No more email attachments
 Track submittals and approvals on 

a single screen
 See all verification team members 

on a single screen
 Mistakes and omissions are 

identified before the form is 
submitted, but form can still be 
submitted

 All verifiers can view status of 
submittals/approvals, even if not a 
member of that verification team

 Multiple reporting entities can be 
included in a single form

 Copy-paste function reduces time 
needed to submit related COIs

Cons
 Access limited to accredited 

verifiers
 Changes to site visit dates and 

switching verification team roles 
requires access to Cal e-GGRT



New Regulatory Requirements and 
Guidance
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 Review underline/strikeout changes at: 
https://www.arb.ca.gov/regact/2016/ghg2016/mrrfinalreg.pdf

 Guidance for applicability of changes to data year is at: 
https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/reporting/ghg-rep/guidance/applicability-year.xlsx

 Adjust templates and procedures to include new requirements 
(for 2018 data)
 Section 95105(c) requires block diagram (esp. for refinery, O&G)
 Section 95121(d)(9) requires fuel volumes to be reported that are excluded 

from emissions reporting due to export out of California, marine fuels, or 
delivery from upstream rack

 Section 95122(d)(7)-(8) require LNG customer information, and fractionators 
or LPG importers to report fuel quantities exported

 Section 95131(b)(4) requires NAICS review in sampling plan
 Section 95131(b)(7)(B) requires verifier to include risk of incomplete 

reporting in sampling plan (fuel suppliers and EPEs)

Regulatory Changes in 2016 MRR (1)

https://www.arb.ca.gov/regact/2016/ghg2016/mrrfinalreg.pdf
https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/reporting/ghg-rep/guidance/applicability-year.xlsx
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 Fuel cell emissions are COVERED for 2018+ data  (previously exempt)

 Verification and sampling plans must be drafted prior to the site visit

 Issues log must include all significant updates or corrections to 
emissions data report, including those identified by the operator (or 
CARB)
 Issues logs are required to track issues as they occur, and not as a summary 

at the end of the verification

 Change in differential pressure meter inspection frequency requirements 
for refineries and hydrogen producers, allowing 6 years between 
inspections §95103(k)(6)(A)(1.)

Regulatory Changes in 2016 MRR (2)
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 Applicability changes requiring facilities to combine on-site fuel supplier 
emissions with combustion/vented/process emissions for threshold 
determination (§95101(b)(3))

 Point of Regulation change for imported LNG and LPG, from consignee to 
importer (major change - see Guidance)

 “Facility” definition changes for onshore petroleum and natural gas production 
pertaining to natural gas processing equipment

Regulatory Changes in 2016 MRR (3)

Hydrocarbon Basin

4,000 
MTCO2e

10,000 
MTCO2e

2,000
MTCO2e

Emissions Reported for 2017: 
10,000 + 10,000 + 4,000 = 24,000 MTCO2e

Emissions Reported for 2018: 
10,000 + 10,000 + 4,000 + 2,000 = 26,000 MTCO2e

10,000 
MTCO2e

Natural gas processing 
equipment

https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/reporting/ghg-rep/guidance/fuel-supplier.pdf
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Review of Refinery CWB Data

 Do not accept CWB data without a very detailed list of meters (meter 
math), a unit-specific process flow diagram (NEW), and a description of 
how the operator is reporting only fresh, non-recycled feed*
 If you have questions, please ask for guidance to avoid making an incorrect 

assumption about refinery data

 Almost all refineries have a CARB-approved calibration postponement
 For a meter with a calibration postponement, the VB must:

 Describe exactly what data was reviewed and why data is accurate
 Document how the operator followed the approved method

*C4 and C5-6 Isomer Production 
Units may include recycled feed
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 Section 95131(b)(14) now requires all types of product data to be 
evaluated
 Verifiers describe in the sampling plan how they determined that each 

product conforms to MRR

 In practice, this means that verifiers will confirm:
 Each product type meets definition in MRR
 Systems are in place for ensuring accurate measurement
 Products are reported using methods that conform to regulation and 

guidance

 Verifiers are not expected to meet absolute assurance; CARB still 
expects verifier to perform risk assessment to confirm no material 
misstatement
 Review of raw data and tracing data to origin is still performed based on risk-

based sample

Review of Covered Product Data (§95131(b)(14))
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 Justify your conformance review and data checks in your sampling plan
 Ranking something low risk usually requires an explanation why the data is 

not likely to contain an error

 Not “Sampling” ≠ not reviewing the data source; sampling refers to 
thorough review of data (including tracing data to origin) and 
measurement accuracy
 An effective verification should still evaluate data management and quality 

control systems, product data definitions, evaluate year-over-year changes, 
and perform data cross-checks

Risk-Based Sampling in MRR
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 Reviewed recipe and testing data 
 Reviewed recipe and testing data for 4 out of 19 different types of tomato puree; all %TSS 

were between 8 and 24%; normalized to 24% and reported as non-aseptic tomato paste and 
puree.  Operator showed that products with %TSS between 4 and 8% were reported as 
juice.  All juice less than 4% TSS was used for reprocessing.  Therefore, medium risk 
addressed by review of controls for defining each tomato product to match MRR definitions.

 Product meets cheese definition  
 No double-counting; unique bar codes tracked and checked each shift.  Tracked bag #18-

453G back to project and shift reports, to production database.  Reviewed shipping records 
for produced mozzarella cheese; all 25 bar-coded (produced) bags of cheese randomly 
chosen by verifier were found to be sold to a customer.  Of the 0.1% of bags that were 
produced but did not meet the definition of cheese (spoiled), checked 4 random bags and all 
were tagged as “landfilled”.  Therefore, low risk confirmed by review of produced vs non-
produced product, plus tracing individual bag back to confirm how each product SKU is 
summed in shift report.

Examples of a Good Risk Evaluation
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 Do not accept CEMS data without sufficient evidence
 An ambiguous measurement unit for stack gas flow has led to a set-aside of the verification 

statement
 If stack flow is given in dscf/hr

 Request raw (wet gas) and dry gas flow to corroborate the measurement units
 Request source test data (RATA, CARB Method 4, or other test data)
 Request wet vs dry O2 concentration data
 Contact the CEMS technician; do not rely on your primary contact for raw data

 Do not assume fuel sampling (carbon content) data is appropriate for the associated 
flow measurement. Often, fuel sampling locations are separate from volume 
measurement, raising risk that fuel samples are not representative of measured gas.

 Financial transactions
 A fuel sale to a customer is likely a financial transaction
 A product sold on a weight basis is likely a financial transaction
 A consultant that provides flow and analytical data to the operator is not a third-party financial 

transaction, and should not be assumed to be accurate - request calibration documents from 
the consultant

Examples of Verifier Tripping Hazards
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 Some transportation biofuels are being splash-blended near the border, 
at terminals, and in trucks – often outside the bulk transfer system
 Default assumption is that the fuel is CARB diesel unless documentation 

supports % biogenic component of the fuel
 Significant risk of mis-reporting when fuel codes and product specifications 

are unclear or ambiguous
 Renewable diesel is chemically identical to fossil diesel, so tracking 

systems may be less robust

 Some relatively smaller quantities of biomethane are being considered 
for import into California
 See C&T regulation and updated guidance; please check with CARB staff as 

needed

 For 2019 data, separate material misstatement evaluations 
will be required for thermal and non-thermal crude oil data

More Tripping Hazards
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Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) Verification

 Existing CARB lead verifiers are invited to take “fast-track” training mid-
2019 to be accredited to verify LCFS data
 Accreditation FAQ and training details will be provided soon
 Consistent with CARB offset accreditation, LCFS is a separate accreditation program 

requiring separate training 
 To perform LCFS verifications, verifiers must be employed by or contracted with a VB 

accredited to perform LCFS verifications

 Fuel pathway applications and quarterly project reports will be verified 
beginning in 2020 and verification statements for annual reports are due 
by August 31, 2021 and annually thereafter
 Alternative Fuel Pathway Applications and Reports require lead verifier to 

have alternative fuel production technology and process engineering 
experience

 Petroleum-based fuel reports (Quarterly Fuels Transactions Reports from 
producers and importers of gasoline/diesel, Crude Oil Volumes Reports, and 
Project Reports (Refinery Investment, Innovative Crude, Renewable 
Hydrogen)) require lead verifier to have MRR O&G sector accreditation
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 Validation of Fuel Pathway Applications (Carbon Intensity) 

 Verification of Annual Fuel Pathway Reports (Carbon Intensity)

 Verification of Quarterly Fuel Transactions Reports

 Verification of Crude Quarterly and Annual Volume Reports 

 Verification of Low-Complexity/Low-Energy-Use Refinery Reports

 Verification of project -based crediting reports: refinery investment, innovative 
crude, and renewable hydrogen used at refineries, and CCS direct air capture 
reports

You will receive an 
email notification regarding 
LCFS accreditation

lcfsverify@arb.ca.gov for more info

Types of LCFS Reports Requiring 
Validation/Verification

mailto:lcfsverify@arb.ca.gov
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Verification Contacts

GHG Verification Assistance Staff Phone
Verification Requirements ghgverify@arb.ca.gov

Manager – Emissions Data Quality Assurance 
(Verification) Section

Ryan Schauland (916) 324-1847

Process Emissions (cement, glass, etc.) Rania Heider (916) 327-5615

Petroleum Refineries and Hydrogen Plants Samir Sleiman (916) 327-2965

Oil and Gas Production Chris Halm (916) 323-4865

Fuel Suppliers - Transportation Fuels, Natural Gas, 
LPG

Farshid Mojaver (916) 323-7043

Electric Power Entities
(Importers, Exporters, Retail Providers, Electricity 
Marketers)

Abajh Singh (916) 322-8276

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/mrr-contacts



Questions
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